
 
 

 

 

Fall/Winter Collection 2020/2021 

Highlights 

 

As a natural and instinctive teaching of the Nature, winter recalls in our collective 

imagination the vision of wool and the sensation of the warmth that wool is able to 

provide us. 

                   Our 2020/2021 Fall/Winter collection is deeply focused on wools which are 

presented pure or in blend , using combed yarns or carded yarns. And it’s among them 

that we propose fabrics with a heavy weight and high warmth,  addressed mainly to the 

outerwear but  suitable also to fleece sweatshirt clothing.  

Heavy weights are also proposed  in fabrics made in cotton pure or in blend , well suitable 

for a fine fleece clothing product of high quality and value. 

Inside the collection we present wool and cotton fleeces in various pattern . 

Considerably appealing are fleeces with outerwear weights, showing shiny and brilliant 

technical features which for female fashion turn to be iridescent . 
Moreover ,as coat/jacket lining, we propose knitted wool and cotton fabrics presenting 

gently drawn blurred and wavy effects. 

 

Tartan fabrics and Damier fabrics, with or without a felted aspect, are proposed using wool 

in blend with cotton (with no shortage of gassed and twisted cotton) and various fibers. 
 
Among the collection you will be able to find a great choice of padded fabrics , both with 

continuous pattern or,  (brand new), patterns on continuous panel with hem and 

separation (“teli con bordo” ). In the “teli con bordo” section (continuous panel with hem 

and separation) stands the  real newness : innovative padding fabrics which enhance and 

enrich the proposal creating new effects and features. 

Our textile collection includes a great variety of fabrics able to meet any specific demand 

and application, ranging from outerwear to t-shirt industry. 

 

The patented series “aercor”  consist of spaced  fabrics . These particular effects reached 

trough the weaving process,  give fabrics uncommon features in terms of volume, thermal 

insulation and at the same time, extreme transpiration improving  their thermo-

physiological and sensory properties. Inside the series and as absolute innovation , we 

present small-scale jacquard in various compositions. 

Instead of using fabrics glued and coupled with a lot of neo/moltopren  or similar 

materials, the series “aercor” can solve all the problems related to transpiration and 

sweating, assuring a lot of comfort and volume too . 

 

Sustainability is a way of life; recycle to  preserve our precious environment and protect 

our world from extreme exploitation must be the goal. 

The concept of “sustainability” is well carried out by using “ecotec” cotton and 

cotton/polyester yarn. 

“Ecotec” is a recycled yarn which is obtained  by the fraying of fabric’s swatches. 

 



This certified Grs yarn is suitable for fleece, single jersey, piquet, plus tubular jaquard.  

Reflective effects are proposed by lamé and reflective foils coupled with fabrics using super 

shiny and iridescent yarns   

 

… and much more you will find in discovering our main themes: 

 
EXCLUSIVE: Elegance and Value 

 

 

 
In the pursuit of sobriety and elegance 

Value yarns and style research. 
. 

 

 
 

 
FREEDOM: the beauty of freedom.. 

 
                                        

 

 
Added value Sportswear 
 

 

 
                                                                                                     
                                                     
                                                   PERFORMANCE: The “ready to dye” 
 

 

 
The “ready to dye “ division is supported by more than 50 fabrics sell in 

“stock  service”, shown  in every collection  and every season enriched by 

new proposals. 

Most of our cotton fabrics belonging to the other collections’ themes may 

be used for this purpose too 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



THIN: The thinnest.... 

 

                   
                                                 The products made out of very thin yarns by very thin knitting  needles,  offer an  excellent 

cover up and consistency with exiguous weights. Belonging to this series are fabrics 

stretched or not, made out of natural  fibers so far as synthetic and artificial fibers. The 

versatile “Thin” series includes cottons, viscose, micromodal, polyammide and polyester 

,which can easily find their applications within underwear, shapewear, 

performance/technical sportswear and   fashion garments. 
 

                                            FANCY: Design and colour... 

 
 

 
 Colour and Pattern –Fleece Jaquard                           Iridescent Fleece  

 

 

 

                                            Eco-recycle: Sustainibility 

 
 

 
 Heavy gauzed fleece                                                not gauzed fleece                                                     

 

                                  
Padded jacquard pattern on continuous panel with he m and separation 

 


